BD Loops Brings Hands-On Learning to FENCETECH’19
BD Loops is looking forward to FENCETECH’19 we are eager to display the latest in loop
systems. BD Loops is bringing all the tools you need to make installing loops easier, including a
new cold weather sealant. See the hands-on displays that bring technical and installation
concepts to life. Our most exciting expo additions this year are sure to be memorable.
Don’t have a visitor’s pass? You can visit for FREE by using Promo Code 3057 when you register
for FENCETECH at http://www.americanfenceassociation.com/fencetech-2019-registration/
Come to our Loop Education Seminar:
Brian Dickson from BD Loops will be conducting a loop education seminar that covers
everything you need to know to understand loops and loop systems. Don’t miss out on the
opportunity to become a loop expert! This is a special seminar that focuses entirely on
education. Brian Dickson will be covering loop basics, installation, troubleshooting, and
everything in between. Time spent in this seminar counts for CEU’s required to obtain or hold
certification with the IDEA.

Understanding Loops
Thursday, March 14
3:00-4:30pm
Room 223-224

Stop by BD Loops booth# 3057 and check out our hands-on displays that cover a wide variety
of topics including: How loops work, installation guidelines, loops in parallel and series, loop
phasing, installation tips & tricks, issues with air pockets, replacing old loops, how to test loops,
and more! Stop by to visit and score with our other specials:
E-Z Detector Checker Special – This handy tool takes the guess work out of your next gate
servicing trip. The only device of its kind that can help pinpoint what is causing the problem
within a loop circuit through the art of substitution. Stop by the BD Loops’ booth to pick up a
coupon for the E-Z Detector Checker!
BD-Megger Special – Megohmmeters are the only meter than can test for the most common
loop issue - a nick in the insulation causing the loop to short to ground. That is why they are
referred to as "Insulation Testers". Its big enough to solve your installation questions and
small enough to hold in your hand. Stop by the BD Loops’ booth to pick up a coupon for the
BD-Megger!
Giveaways and More – The latest information on installation practices, tip, and tricks is not all
you will find at BD Loops’ booth. BD Loops will also be giving away flashlights and cable ties.
BD Loops is a manufacturer of preformed direct burial and saw-cut inductance loops for the gate, door,
and parking industries. With over 17 years in business the quality of BD Loops is unparalleled. BD Loops
products are available through over 450 distributors in the U.S. and Canada. BD Loops offers 58 standard
preformed loop sizes, all standard and custom loop sizes are ready to be shipped the same day. The
company has several letters of recommendation testifying their professionalism and design, and is a
member of the following associations: AFA, IDA, NAFCA, NOMMA, IPI, CODA, and IMSA. Visit
www.bdloops.com and use the distributor locator to find a distributor near you.

